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  The Arc of Boxing Mike Silver,2012-09-21 Are
today’s boxers better than their predecessors, or
is modern boxing a shadow of its former self?
Boxing historians discuss the socioeconomic and
demographic changes that have affected the
quality, prominence and popularity of the sport
over the past century. Among the interviewees are
world-renowned scholars, some of the sport’s
premier trainers, and former amateur and
professional world champions. Chapters cover such
topics as the ongoing deterioration of boxers’
skills, their endurance, the decline in the number
of fights and the psychological readiness of
championship-caliber boxers. The strengths and
weaknesses of today’s superstars are analyzed and
compared to those of such past greats as Joe
Louis, Sugar Ray Robinson, Jack Dempsey and Jake
LaMotta.
  The Book of Boxing W. C. Heinz,2003-02
Throughout its history, boxing has thrilled,
outraged and elevated fans with its intoxicating
combination of primal violence, gutwrenching drama
and stirring courage. That potent mix has
attracted many of the world's finest writers. The
Book of Boxing is a collection of their most
powerful efforts.
  The Boxers of Youngstown Ohio Craig
Snyder,2018-02-28 The Boxers of Youngstown, Ohio:
Boxing Capital of the World is a book that lists
all the men who have entered into professional
boxing since boxing's beginnings in Youngstown,
Ohio in 1891. When researching these boxers, I was
so humbled to find the tremendous careers that
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most of these men had. The book details the
careers of these boxers, many of whom have become
overlooked legends of their day. Its primary
purpose is to shed light on these men who have
sacrificed so much to become professional boxers
in a town that is undeniably the Boxing Capital of
the World-Youngstown, Ohio. Please feel free to
check out the media coverage below! Former
Youngstown boxer knocks out a book Snyder's book
on boxers a labor of love Craig Snyder's New Book
The Boxers of Youngstown Ohio: Boxing Capital of
the World looks at the World of Professional
Boxing and its Influence in Sports and Recreation
  Boxing Kasia Boddy,2013-06-01 Boxing is one of
the oldest and most exciting of sports: its
bruising and bloody confrontations have permeated
Western culture since 3000 BC. During that period,
there has hardly been a time in which young men,
and sometimes women, did not raise their gloved or
naked fists to one other. Throughout this history,
potters, sculptors, painters, poets, novelists,
cartoonists, song-writers, photographers and film-
makers have been there to record and make sense of
it all. In her encyclopaedic investigation, Kasia
Boddy sheds new light on an elemental sports and
struggle for dominance whose weapons are nothing
more than fists. Boddy examines the shifting
social, political and cultural resonances of this
most visceral of sports, and shows how from Daniel
Mendoza to Mike Tyson, boxers have embodied and
enacted our anxieties about race, ethnicity,
gender and sexuality. Looking afresh at everything
from neoclassical sculpture to hip-hop lyrics,
Boxing explores the way in which the history of
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boxing has intersected with the history of mass
media, from cinema to radio to pay-per-view. The
book also offers an intriguing new perspective on
the work of such diverse figures as Henry
Fielding, Spike Lee, Charlie Chaplin, Philip Roth,
James Joyce, Mae West, Bertolt Brecht, and Charles
Dickens. An all-encompassing study, Boxing
ultimately reveals to us just how and why boxing
has mattered so much to so many.
  There Will Always Be Boxing Thomas
Hauser,2017-11-01 A poignant look at Muhammad
Ali...Hauser takes readers behind the scenes,
giving them a seat at the table with with boxing's
biggest power brokers as he reveals the inner
workings of the sport and business of boxing.--
Inside cover.
  Boxing in America David L. Hudson Jr.,2012-06-21
This book presents a sweeping view of boxing in
the United States and the influence of the sport
on American culture. Boxing has long been a
popular fixture of American sport and culture,
despite its decidedly seedy side (the fact that
numerous boxing champions acquired their skills in
prison or reform schools, the corruption and greed
of certain boxing promoters, and the involvement
of the mob in fixing the outcome of many big
fights). Yet boxing remains an iconic and widely
popular spectator sport, even in light of its
decline as a result of the recent burgeoning
interest in mixed martial arts (MMA) contests.
What had made this sport so enthralling to our
nation for such a long period of time? This book
contains much more than simple documentation of
the significant dates, people, and bouts in the
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history of American boxing. It reveals why boxing
became one of America's leading spectator sports
at the turn of the century and examines the
factors that have swayed the public's perception
of it, thereby affecting its popularity. In Boxing
in America, the author provides a compelling view
of not only the pugilist sport, but also of our
country, our sources of entertainment, and
ourselves.
  A History of Women's Boxing Malissa
Smith,2014-06-05 Records of modern female boxing
date back to the early eighteenth century in
London, and in the 1904 Olympics an exhibition
bout between women was held. Yet it was not until
the 2012 Olympics—more than 100 years later—that
women’s boxing was officially added to the Games.
Throughout boxing’s history, women have fought in
and out of the ring to gain respect in a sport
traditionally considered for men alone. The
stories of these women are told for the first time
in this comprehensive work dedicated to women’s
boxing. A History of Women’s Boxing traces the
sport back to the 1700s, through the 2012 Olympic
Games, and up to the present. Inside-the-ring
action is brought to life through photographs,
newspaper clippings, and anecdotes, as are the
stories of the women who played important roles
outside the ring, from spectators and judges to
managers and trainers. This book includes
extensive profiles of the sport’s pioneers,
including Barbara Buttrick whose plucky carnival
shows launched her professional boxing career in
the 1950s; sixteen-year-old Dallas Malloy who
single-handedly overturned the strictures against
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female amateur boxing in 1993; the famous “boxing
daughters” Laila Ali and Jacqui Frazier-Lyde; and
teenager Claressa Shields, the first American
woman to win a boxing gold medal at the Olympics.
Rich in detail and exhaustively researched, this
book illuminates the struggles, obstacles, and
successes of the women who fought—and continue to
fight—for respect in their sport. A History of
Women’s Boxing is a must-read for boxing fans,
sports historians, and for those interested in the
history of women in sports.
  The Boxing Kings Paul Beston,2017-09-08 For much
of the twentieth century, boxing was one of
America’s most popular sports, and the heavyweight
champions were figures known to all. Their
exploits were reported regularly in the
newspapers—often outside the sports pages—and
their fame and wealth dwarfed those of other
athletes. Long after their heyday, these icons
continue to be synonymous with the “sweet
science.” In The Boxing Kings: When American
Heavyweights Ruled the Ring, Paul Beston profiles
these larger-than-life men who held a central
place in American culture. Among the figures
covered are John L. Sullivan, who made the
heavyweight championship a commercial property;
Jack Johnson, who became the first black man to
claim the title; Jack Dempsey, a sporting symbol
of the Roaring Twenties; Joe Louis, whose
contributions to racial tolerance and social
progress transcended even his greatness in the
ring; Rocky Marciano, who became an embodiment of
the American Dream; Muhammad Ali, who took on the
U.S. government and revolutionized professional
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sports with his showmanship; and Mike Tyson, a
hard-punching dynamo who typified the modern
celebrity. This gallery of flawed but sympathetic
men also includes comics, dandies, bookworms,
divas, ex-cons, workingmen, and even a tough-guy-
turned-preacher. As the heavyweight title passed
from one claimant to another, their stories opened
a window into the larger history of the United
States. Boxing fans, sports historians, and those
interested in U.S. race relations as it intersects
with sports will find this book a fascinating
exploration into how engrained boxing once was in
America’s social and cultural fabric.
  Come Out Swinging Lucia Trimbur,2013-08-25 A
nuanced insider's account of everyday life in the
last remaining institution of New York's golden
age of boxing Gleason's Gym is the last remaining
institution of New York's Golden Age of boxing.
Jake LaMotta, Muhammad Ali, Hector Camacho, Mike
Tyson—the alumni of Gleason's are a roster of
boxing greats. Founded in the Bronx in 1937,
Gleason's moved in the mid-1980s to what has since
become one of New York's wealthiest residential
areas—Brooklyn's DUMBO. Gleason's has also
transformed, opening its doors to new members,
particularly women and white-collar men. Come Out
Swinging is Lucia Trimbur's nuanced insider's
account of a place that was once the domain of
poor and working-class men of color but is now
shared by rich and poor, male and female, black
and white, and young and old. Come Out Swinging
chronicles the everyday world of the gym. Its
diverse members train, fight, talk, and socialize
together. We meet amateurs for whom boxing is a
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full-time, unpaid job. We get to know the trainers
who act as their father figures and mentors. We
are introduced to women who empower themselves
physically and mentally. And we encounter the male
urban professionals who pay handsomely to learn to
box, and to access a form of masculinity missing
from their office-bound lives. Ultimately, Come
Out Swinging reveals how Gleason's meets the needs
of a variety of people who, despite their
differences, are connected through discipline and
sport.
  The 12 Greatest Rounds of Boxing Ferdie
Pacheco,2000 Muhammad Ali's personal physician and
broadcaster Ferdie Pacheco recounts pivotal
moments from boxing history, from The Long Count
in the Dempsey-Tunney match of 1927 to turning
points of both Ali and Sonny Liston championship
battles. Color photos.
  Boxing's Strangest Fights Graeme Kent,2015-06-04
That boxing has always attracted colourful,
larger-than-life figures is amply borne out by the
bizarre collection of true stories gathered
together in this fascinating book. Bringing
together the rich history and folklore of the
fight game, Graeme Kent, who first became
interested in boxing after listening to the tales
of his sporting grandmother, has amassed over a
hundred events in over 250 years of the sport.
These intriguing stories include that of the two
boxers who scored a double knockout; the bout in
which four different decisions were given, and the
strange tale of the boxer who had part of his ear
bitten off, as well as many other besides. In
compiling this collection Graeme Kent has
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interviewed many fighters and followers of boxing,
and the funny and sometimes tragic tales recounted
here provide a rich and offbeat alternative
history of this ever-popular sport.
  The Art of Boxing Georges Carpentier,1926
  Beau Jack Robert Mullins,2019-12-04  Among the
great lightweights of the 1940s and 1950s, Boxing
Hall of Famer Sidney Beau Jack Walker (1921-2000)
was virtually orphaned by his parents and eked out
a living as a shoeshine boy. He honed his craft
fighting battles royale for wealthy white members
of the prestigious Augusta National Golf Club,
eventually receiving financing for his career from
club founders. He went on to win two lightweight
titles and set numerous records. He was the draw
for the highest admission paid for a ringside
seat--$100,000--and was named Fighter of the Year
in 1944. Like most black pugilists of his day he
struggled against discrimination in the sport.
Despite this, he sustained an impressive 18-year
professional career--117 fights, 83 wins, 40 by
KO. Walker retired from the ring penniless and
went back to shining shoes, the money set aside
for him by his handlers mysteriously depleted.
  Willie Pep vs. Sandy Saddler Doug
Werner,2014-07-01 Any discussion of great boxers
must include Willie Pep and Sandy
Saddler—midcentury featherweight champions whose
heroics electrified the fistic world then and
reverberate today. This book explores the boxing
lives of both pugilists—early years, fighting
years, training and conditioning, historical
context, life after boxing, and, of course, the
lasting controversy over their rivalry and legacy.
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Pep recorded 229 wins, only 11 losses and one draw
over a pro career that spanned three decades. He
won the featherweight crown twice. Sandy Saddler’s
record of 144-16-2 includes an amazing 103
knockouts. He also won the title twice and retired
an undefeated featherweight champion. Their four
title bouts are an epic showcase of contrasts. Pep
was the exquisite dancer/boxer, a wildly popular
Italian American personality who made his
opponents miss and scored at will. Saddler was a
curious blend of unprepossessing menace—a tall,
thin, black American banger who pressed and
brutalized with singular leveraged force. Their
matchups had it all: contrasting styles, dazzling
skills, hard punching, splendid action, ridiculous
brawling, heroic victories and crashing defeats.
Included in this book are Pep’s plane crash and
recovery as well as the legal wrangling with
Newsweek over his boxing reputation. Saddler’s
ongoing slight in boxing history and secondary
status with Pep is examined under fresh light. The
text is highlighted with several images of both
fighters that bring to life the fierce glory of
professional boxing in the 1940s and 50s.
  Metro Detroit Boxing Lindy Lindell,2001 Boxing
seemed to spring up in Detroit as early as 1900:
heavyweight champ Jim Jeffries and future
heavyweight champ Tommy Burns fought that year.
With the emergence of Joe Louis in the 1930s and
Thomas Mearns in the late 1970s, Motown enjoyed
surges of interest in the sport. At the dawn of a
new millenium, the presence of three casinos has
given the sport another revival of interest in the
city. Metro Detroit Boxing showcases over 180
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photographs that reveal not only the personalities
who have enlivened the sport in the Detroit area,
but also the places in which boxers, trainers,
managers, and promoters fought, trained, lived,
worked, and recreated. Photographs include where
Joe Louis went to school, trained, and fought.
Various boxing celebrities, including Muhammad
Ali, are caught for the camera, socializing with
eminent politicians and other figures of the day.
  Boxing's G.O.A.T. Jon M. Fishman,2021-08-01 It's
time to enter the ring and meet the greatest
boxers of all time! Readers will learn about the
sport and look at exciting facts and stats
presented in an engaging top-10 format.
  Corruption in Professional Boxing United States.
Congress. Senate. Committee on Governmental
Affairs. Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations,1993
  The Fearless Harry Greb Bill Paxton,2013-06-07
The legendary Harry Greb stepped into the ring
more than 300 times from 1913 to 1926, defeated
opponents who outweighed him by more than 30
pounds, held the middleweight and light
heavyweight titles and beat every Hall of Fame
boxer he ever fought. Dubbed “the Pittsburgh
Windmill” because of his manic, freewheeling style
in the ring, Greb also crossed racial lines,
taking on all comers regardless of color. An
injury in the ring led to Greb’s gradually going
blind in one eye and should have ended his career,
but he kept his condition secret and fought on.
Tragically, the indomitable fighter would be dead
by the age of 32, felled by complications during
minor surgery. This biography of one of the
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toughest boxers of all time includes interviews,
family recollections, modern doctors’ analyses of
Greb’s eye injury and more than 120 rare
photographs, as well as a complete fight record
and round-by-round descriptions of his most famous
fights.
  Falling Hard Chris Jones,2001 In Falling Hard: A
Rookie's Year in Boxing, Chris Jones recounts his
first year at ringside. He gets dressed down by
Don King, gambles his way through Vegas, meets the
troubled guy who found Evander Holyfield's ear,
goes to Muhammad Ali's birthday party, and
witnesses Prince Naseem Hamed explode while Mike
Tyson implodes. Like the sport itself, Falling
Hard is equal measures of victory and defeat — an
intoxicating combination that leaves Jones down
for the count more than once. Determined to stay
objective, he instead becomes addicted to boxing's
special brand of pain, and what begins as a simple
curiosity soon escalates into an unhealthy
obsession. Jones writes with the rhythm of the
sport he covers: hard and fast, with the drama of
fiction but the truth of journalism. Sometimes
humorous, always suspenseful, Falling Hard is a
travelogue for the fight game, boxing distilled to
its essence by sportswriting's newest star.
  A Neutral Corner A. J. Liebling,2016-09-13
Fifteen previously unpublished boxing pieces
written between 1952 and 1963. Demonstrating A.J.
Liebling's abiding passion for the sweet science
of boxing, A Neutral Corner brings together
fifteen previously unpublished pieces written
between 1952 and 1963. Antic, clear-eyed, and
wildly entertaining, these essays showcase a The
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New Yorker journalist at the top of his form. Here
one relives the high drama of the classic
Patterson-Johansson championship bout of 1959, and
Liebling's early prescient portrayal of Cassius
Clay's style as a boxer and a poet is not to be
missed. Liebling always finds the human story that
makes these essays appealing to aficionados of
boxing and prose alike. Alive with a true fan's
reverence for the sport, yet balanced by a true
skeptic's disdain for sentiment, A Neutral Corner
is an American treasure.
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